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Abstract
Laughter is an intrinsic component of human-human interaction, and current automatic speech understanding paradigms stand to gain
significantly from its detection and modeling. In the current work, we produce a manual segmentation of laughter in a large corpus
of interactive multi-party seminars, which promises to be a valuable resource for acoustic modeling purposes. More importantly, we
quantify the occurrence of laughter in this new domain, and contrast ourobservations with findings for laughter in multi-party meetings.
Our analyses show that, with respect to the majority of measures we explore, the occurrence of laughter in both domains is quite similar.

1. Introduction
Laughter is an intrinsic component of human-human inter-
action. In multi-party conversational settings, it has been
shown to correlate with perceived emotional valence in par-
ticipants (Laskowski and Burger, 2006), and has generally
been hypothesized as a strategic means of affecting others
(Russell et al., 2003). Furthermore, when ascribed to spe-
cific participants, the amount and distribution of laughter
appears to be indicative of social hierarchy (Leffler et al.,
1982). The study of these and related effects calls for a
detailed segmentation and annotation of laughter in large
multi-party conversational corpora which are currently be-
coming available.
¶ Recent work on laughter in the domain of meetings
(Laskowski and Burger, 2007) has attempted to quantify
the occurrence of laughter in a large corpus of natural,
multi-party conversations. It was found that approximately
10% of vocalization effort is spent on laughter, as opposed
to speech, and that laughs produced without voicing form
a minority of laughter by time in this domain. Addition-
ally, rates of overlap for laughter were shown to be signif-
icantly higher than those for speech, and vocalization pro-
duced in high degrees of overlap is an order of magnitude
more likely to be laughter than speech.
¶ A first goal of the current work is to determine whether
the above findings generalize to natural multiparty conver-
sation domains other than meetings, and to data recorded
elsewhere (the data used in (Laskowski and Burger, 2007)
was recorded at a single site). We propose to do this by
studying a multi-site corpus of interactive seminars. Par-
titioning findings into domain-independent and domain-
dependent categories is intended to support our second
goal, that of characterizing interactive seminars vis-à-vis
meetings. Finally, we anticipate that the manual segmenta-
tion of laughter in our corpus of seminars will be of use for
acoustic modeling.

2. Data
The current study is based on 25 interactive seminars which
were recorded in 2006 under the European project CHIL,

Computers in the Human Interaction Loop. The intent of
the recordings originally was to support the Rich Tran-
scription Meeting Recognition (RT) and Classification of
Events, Activities and Relationships (CLEAR) evaluations
organized by the National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology (NIST) in 2007.
The seminars were held in English, and were recorded at
five different sites around the globe (Greece, Italy, Spain,
Germany and the United States). Each seminar was at-
tended by three to five participants, gathered around a ta-
ble. Typically, one participant gave a presentation, during
which the other participants interrupted freely in order to
ask questions, make comments or give suggestions. This
frequently led to open discussion with degrees of interac-
tion similar to those observed in meetings (Burger, 2008).
The 25 seminars, which we refer to as theCHIL06 data,
are on average 33 minutes long, and together comprise 13
hours and 52 minutes. A total of 71 individuals originat-
ing from 17 different countries spoke in the corpus. As
a result, most of the English is accented, with the biggest
groups being Spaniards (23%), Italians (15%), and Greeks
and Germans (each 14%). Here, we use only their close-
talking microphone recordings. The data has been previ-
ously transcribed at the orthographic level, which included
the annotation of laughter and other events (coughing, filled
pauses, breaks, repetitions etc).
In preparation for the NIST RT and CLEAR evaluations,
the 25 seminars were split into two subcorpora. The
first, CHIL06 1, consisted of the first seminar collected
at each of the 5 recording sites. NIST denoted these sem-
inars, in their entirety, as development data (accordingly,
CHIL06 1 has been referred to asrt07s dev in the RT
community). From the remaining 20 seminars, which we
denote asCHIL06 2, NIST selected 40 5-minute excerpts
to be used asrt07s eval, the unseen evaluation data.
The excerpts were intended to cover a balanced assort-
ment of seminar phases, including openings, lecture-like
portions, coffee breaks, question-and-answer portions, and
closings. The eight excerpts identified as coffee breaks
formed the evaluation material for thecbreak task, while



the remaining 32 excerpts formed the evaluation material
for the lectmtg (“lecture meeting”) task. We note that
theCHIL06 2 half of CHIL06 is significantly larger than
the 40 excerpts selected by NIST. The relevant divisions of
the corpus are shown for completion in Figure 1.
To contrast our analysis in the seminar domain, we make
use of previous work (Laskowski and Burger, 2007) on
the ICSI Meeting Corpus (Janin et al., 2003). This cor-
pus consists of 75 unscripted, naturally occurring meetings,
amounting to over 66 hours of recording time. Each meet-
ing contains between 3 and 9 participants wearing individ-
ual head-mounted microphones, drawn from a pool of 53
unique speakers (13 female, 40 male).

CHIL06 1
(rt07s dev)

CHIL06 2

rt07s eval
cbreak

rt07s eval
lectmtg

163 minutes
622 minutes

32 × 5 ≈ 163 minutes

8 × 5 ≈ 41 minutes

Figure 1: Partitioning of theCHIL06 data into two halves,
CHIL06 1 andCHIL06 2; the first half was used in its en-
tirety by NIST asrt07s dev. 32 5-minutelectmtg ex-
cerpts and 8 5-minutecbreak excerpts were drawn from
the second half to comprisert07s eval.

3. Laugh Bout Segmentation
As mentioned in Section 2, the orthographic transcriptions
which accompany theCHIL06 corpus contain mark-up for
laughter. The original transcription team had used the to-
ken <Laugh>, placing it among word tokens in a man-
ner resembling as closely as possible the sequence of vocal
productions. For instances of “laughed speech” (Nwokah
et al., 1999), the annotators had inserted<Laugh> after
the last laughed word; “laughed speech” was additionally
annotated as “hard to understand” if the laughter affected
speech intelligibility. Importantly, laughter boundaries in
the original transcription effort were not timestamped (al-
though a portion of such timestamps could be inferred from
utterance endpoints, in cases where laughter was adjacent
to utterance beginnings and/or ends).
As a result, in this work, the near-field audio channels of
the completeCHIL06 corpus have been revisited by sev-
eral annotators in order to timestamp, verify and augment
the laughter mark-up present in the original orthographic
transcriptions. In listening to the audio, the annotators also
checked for laughter instances which had been missed in
the orthographic transcription pass. Laughter boundaries
were delineated as suggested in (Bachorowski et al., 2001),
where laughter is considered as occurring inbouts. Each
bout consists of one or morecalls; in contrast to (Ba-
chorowski et al., 2001), we treat audible laughter-related

respiration following a bout, and in some cases preceding
it, to be part of the bout. In particular, this includes the
so-called “recovery exhalation”.
In addition to locating the start and end times of each bout,
the annotators were asked to manually classify the bout as
one of VOICED, UNVOICED, or TALKING , with TALKING

taking precedence overVOICED, andVOICED taking prece-
dence overUNVOICED. TALKING (“laughed speech”) was
defined as laughter that occurs concurrently with speech ac-
tivity from the laugher, including concurrence with whis-
pered speech and filled pauses. Voicing in laughter was
determined as follows: a bout was consideredVOICED as
a whole if voicing was present at any time during the bout.
Otherwise, the bout was consideredUNVOICED. A gen-
eral rule for this distinction which we have found to be
useful is that if the gender of the laugher can be inferred
from the bout alone, then the bout is likely to beVOICED.
Conversely, if the laugher cannot be identified as male or
female from the bout alone, then the bout is likely to be
UNVOICED.
We estimate the total time spent on this annotation effort
to be of the order of 250 hours. The original orthographic
transcriptions for all ofCHIL06 contained 1381<Laugh>
tokens. The first laughter segmentation and annotation
pass, as described above, was performed by one of four
annotators and resulted in an 8.7% relative increase in the
number of laughter instances, to 1502. A second and final
segmentation and annotation pass, performed by the first
author, led to a further 4.9% relative increase to 1576 bouts.
Across the two passes, the number ofTALKING and UN-
VOICED bouts decreased by 12 and 34, respectively, while
the number ofVOICED bouts increased by 116; these abso-
lute numbers represent 0.7%, 2.2%, and 7.4%, respectively,
of the final total.

4. Talkspurt Segmentation
To contrast the occurrence of laughter with that of speech,
we employ atalkspurt (Norwine and Murphy, 1938) seg-
mentation produced using forced alignment of speech audio
to the lexical items in the orthographic transcription. Both
complete words and word fragments were aligned.
Alignment is performed using theJanus Recognition
Toolkit (JRTk) with a single front-end; the configuration is
identical to the warped-MVDR(30) front-end system used
in our NIST RT-07s submission (Ẅolfel et al., textcol-
orred2008). In summary, the front-end computes warped-
MVDR spectral envelopes (Ẅolfel and McDonough, 2005)
for 16ms frames every 10ms. The 4000 context-dependent
codebooks, with up to 64 diagonal-covariance Gaussians,
were trained on approximately 100 hours of audio con-
sisting of the ICSI, NIST, and CMU meeting corpora, the
Translanguage English Database (TED) lecture corpus,
and the CHIL lecture and seminar corpus (Mostefa et al.,
2007). Discriminative training with a maximum mutual in-
formation criterion was used in the final iteration. During
forced alignment, we first perform supervised adaptation
of the acoustic models using model-space maximum likeli-
hood linear regression, feature space adaptation, and vocal
tract length normalization; labels are written out in a second
pass.



5. Comparative Analysis
We now proceed to describe the distribution of laughter in
theCHIL06 corpus, in terms of overall quantity, quantity
per participant, the use of voicing in laughter, bout duration,
and static and dynamic overlap characteristics. We contrast
our findings with similar measures for speech in the same
data, as well as with our findings in the domain of meetings.
For convenience, we employ the symbolsL for the laugh-
ter segmentation produced in Section 3,S for the speech
segmentation produced in Section 4,LV for the subset of
L annotated as eitherTALKING or VOICED, andLU for
the subset ofL annotated asUNVOICED. Note thatL =
LV ∪ LU . We define as thetalk-time T

r,j
S

the total du-
ration of all talkspurts produced by participantj in sem-
inar r. Similarly, T

r,j
L

is the laugh-time of participantj
in seminarr, and is computed by summing the durations
of laugh bouts. We also define vocalizationV ≡ S ∪ L,
and note that the correspondingvocalization-time T

r,j
V

need
not equalT r,j

S
+ T

r,j
L

, since a single participant can pro-
duce speech and laughter concurrently. Finally, we denote
asT r,j the participation time of participantj in seminarr,
and assume this quantity to be equal toT r, the duration of
seminarr.

5.1. Quantity

TheCHIL06 corpus contains 1576 distinct bouts of laugh-
ter, of which 15% have been annotated asTALKING , 59%
asVOICED, and the remaining 26% asUNVOICED. In time,
these bouts represent 8.3 minutes, 28.9 minutes, and 8.4
minutes, respectively, for a total of 45.7 minutes of seg-
mented laughter.UNVOICED laughter represents 18.5% of
this total, which is slightly lower than that found in the ICSI
Meeting Corpus (25.6%).
A relatively large number of participants in theCHIL06
corpus laughs extremely infrequently, as is shown in Fig-
ure 2. Bars represent the proportion of participation time
that are spent in laughter annotated as one ofTALKING ,
VOICED, and UNVOICED, or in speech (excludingTALK -
ING laughter). For example, the proportionpj

S
of speech

for a participantj in the corpus is given by

p
j
S

=

∑R

r=1
T

r,j
S∑R

r=1
T r,j

(1)

Participants are ordered from left to right in Figure 2 with
increasingpj

L
. BothUNVOICED laughter, shown in white in

the figure, andTALKING laughter, shown in light gray, are
produced by only a minority of participants. However, as
for meetings, laugh-time does not appear to be correlated
with vocalization-time.

5.2. Duration

Laugh bout duration is shown in Figure 3, for the complete
CHIL06 corpus. It can be seen that bouts annotated as
VOICED are on average longer than bouts annotated asUN-
VOICED, an observation which mirrors findings in the meet-
ing domain.TALKING bouts are longer, with a most likely
duration of 1.4 seconds.
In the top left panel of Figure 4, we show the normalized
distribution of durations of all bouts, irrespective of their
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Figure 2: Proportion of participation time spent in
TALKING laughter , in VOICED laughter, in UNVOICED

laughter and in speech (excludingTALKING laughter)
for all 69 participants appearing inCHIL06 1 and
rt07s eval::lectmtg (there are 2CHIL06 partici-
pants which do not appear in these subsets). Participants
are ordered by increasing proportionpL of laugh-time.

0.25 0.5 1 2 4 8 16
bout duration in seconds

voiced laughs
unvoiced laughs
speech−laughs

Figure 3: Normalized distributions of duration in seconds
for VOICED laughter bouts,UNVOICED laughter bouts, and
TALKING bouts, in the entireCHIL06 corpus.

TALKING / VOICED / UNVOICED label. The most likely du-
ration is just under 1 second. Also shown is the normalized
distribution of talkspurt durations, whose most likely value
is somewhat higher than that for bouts. The top right panel
of the same figure demonstrates that the most likely interval
between any two bouts from the same participant is approx-
imately 1 minute. This value is significantly higher than the
most likely interval duration between two talkspurts from
the same participant.
The bottom two panels of Figure 4 show the normal-
ized distribution of the durations of contiguous intervalsof
laughter, in which abutting or overlapping bouts from po-
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Figure 4: Normalized distributions of the durations of (top
left) individual laugh bouts; (top right) intervals between
laugh bouts produced by the same participant; (bottom left)
multiparticipant laugh bout “islands” (see text); and (bot-
tom right) intervals between any two consecutive laugh
bouts, forrt07s dev and rt07s eval::lectmtg.
Normalized distributions for talkspurts and talkspurt is-
lands are shown in dashed gray. Thex-axis represents time
in seconds.

tentially different participants are merged into laugh bout
“islands”. As observed for meetings, this distribution does
not differ significantly from the distribution of individual
bout durations, suggesting that multiparticipant laughter
occurs either in near-perfect synchrony, or in isolation. By
contrast, the difference between the normalized distribution
of talkspurts and that of talkspurt “islands” is more appar-
ent. This is because talkspurts are generally produced in
alternation by different participants, often with overlapdur-
ing speaker change. The bottom right panel shows the dis-
tribution of inter-“island” intervals. It can be seen that the
most likely duration between any two participants’ laugh
bouts is much shorter than between two bouts produced by
the same participant (top right panel).
¶ These findings concerning the duration of laugh bouts,
laugh bout “islands”, and the intervals between them
are quantitatively similar to our findings for meetings
(Laskowski and Burger, 2007).

5.3. Laughter Overlap

Next, we compute the amount of laughter overlap in the
CHIL06 data. We note that in conversational settings,
higher levels of speech overlap are indicative of more spon-
taneous, unstructured interactions. Higher levels of laugh-
ter overlap are indicative of simultaneous multiparticipant
involvement. Laughter overlap levels are expected to be
significantly higher than those characteristic of speech, in
any natural domain, since participants tend to take turns
speaking but not laughing.
For clarity of exposition, we define a quantityT r,∗

α , which
is the total seminar time during which at least one partic-

ipant produces vocalization typeα, which can be laughter
L, speechS, etc. For a dataset consisting ofR seminars,
the quantity

T ∗

α =

R∑

r=1

T r,∗
α (2)

represents the time, accumulated over allR seminars, in
which at least one participant vocalizes. We also define a
quantityT r,k

α , which is the time during which thekth par-
ticipant vocalizes, ofKr participants in seminarr. The sum

Tα =

R∑

r=1

Kr∑

k=1

T r,k
α (3)

represents the talk-time of all participants in a corpus of
R seminars. The two quantities in Equations 2&3 can be
combined to yield acompression ratio

cα ≡
Tα

T ∗
α

(4)

which expresses the predominance of overlap, ie. the ratio
of the amount of time spent in vocalization typeα, over all
participants, to the total amount of seminar time in which
that vocalization is produced.cα must be greater or equal
to 1 (no simultaneous vocalization at all); higher degrees of
overlap yield higher compression ratios.
Table 1 shows an analysis of overlap for thert07s dev
(CHIL06 1) dataset, for thert07s eval::lectmtg
dataset, and for the ICSI Meeting Corpus for comparison.
We first compare the proportion of vocal effort spent on
laughing, TL

TL∪S
; this quantity is 3.8%, 10.2%, and 9.4%,

respectively, for the three datasets. This indicates that the
rt07s eval::lectmtg data is similar to meeting data
from the point of view of amount and distributionof laugh-
ter, and thatrt07s dev contains significantly less laugh-
ter. We believe that this difference is due to the fact that the
CHIL06 1 seminars were the first of a series to be recorded
at each site in 2006, and accordingly resemble CHIL lec-
tures, collected in 2004 and 2005 (Mostefa et al., 2007).
Second, we compare the compression ratios for speechS
and for laughterL, across the three datasets. Irrespective
of its overall amount, laughter in all three exhibits high
compression ratios, in the range 1.46—1.71; these are sig-
nificantly higher than the computed compression ratios of
speech (1.04—1.08). Closer inspection of the relative pro-
portion of vocalization in specific degrees of overlap re-
veals that approximately one quarter of meeting time in
which laughter occurs is spent in 2-participant laughter.
The higher proportions of 3-participant and≥3-participant
laughter in the ICSI Meeting Corpus probably reflects the
typically larger numbers of participants per meeting. Over-
lap breakdown for speechS suggests that the ICSI Meet-
ing Corpus is more interactive than seminar data, consist-
ing of more overlap (speaker changes, interruptions, and
backchannels).
Finally, we note that overlap forV ≡ S ∪ L shows higher
overlap rates than speech alone. This indicates that speech
from one participant is frequently produced simultaneously



Proportion (in %) ofT ∗
αVocali-

with n participantszation Tα cα vocalizing simultaneouslyTypeα
1 2 3 ≥4

rt07s dev (total duration: 163.1 min)
S 131.0 1.037 96.7 3.1 0.2 0.0
L 5.1 1.5 64.0 25.3 9.5 1.2
S ∪ L 133.4 1.050 95.6 3.8 0.5 0.1
S ∩ L 2.5 1.316 74.0 21.4 3.5 1.1

rt07s eval::lectmtg (tot. duration: 163.60 min)
S 120.6 1.062 94.2 5.5 0.3 0.0
L 13.6 1.462 66.5 24.0 6.9 2.6
S ∪ L 132.8 1.127 89.6 8.5 1.4 0.5
S ∩ L 1.4 1.077 95.7 4.3 0.0 0.0

ICSI Meeting Corpus(total duration: 3978.4 min)
S 3249.7 1.081 92.4 7.1 0.5 0.0
L 332.3 1.705 60.4 21.8 9.5 8.3
S ∪ L 3550.2 1.155 88.5 9.0 1.7 0.9
S ∩ L 16.3 1.025 97.9 2.1 0.0 0.0

Table 1: Overlap for speech (S), and all laughter
(L ≡ LV ∪ LU ), their union, and their intersection, in
rt07s dev, rt07s eval::lectmtg, and the ICSI
Meeting Corpus. Column 2 (Tα) shows the totalα-
vocalization time, summed over all participants in all meet-
ings. Column 3 shows the compression ratio, and columns
4 through 7 show a breakdown of time in which at least
one participantα-vocalizes by the number of participants
α-vocalizing simultaneously.

with laughter from others. “Laughed speech”,S ∩ L, ex-
hibits relatively low overlap rates, which suggests that typ-
ically at most one participant is producing it at a time. In
these ways, seminar and meeting data appear to be broadly
similar.
Table 2 gives a similar breakdown, this time to con-
trast voiced and unvoiced laughter; we compare not only
rt07s dev, rt07s eval::lectmtg, and meeting
data, but also the coffee break portion ofrt07s eval,
rt07s eval::cbreak, and the entireCHIL06 2. The
results show that laughter has compression ratios in the
range 1.46—1.71 across multiple datasets, with meet-
ings exhibiting the highest ratios. Amongseminars, the
highest ratios can be found in the coffee break subset,
rt07s eval::cbreak, which agrees with intuition.
In all subsets, voiced laughterLV exhibits significantly
higher compression ratios than unvoiced laughterLU ; those
of the latter are similar to compression ratios of speech (cf.
Figure 1, above). Unvoiced laughter almost never occurs
in more-than-two participant overlap; in meetings, where
its relative proportion for overlap degrees of 3 or more is
greatest, it accounts for only 1.1% of all meeting time dur-
ing which laughter occurs. However, unvoiced laughter is
frequently accompanied by voiced laughter from other par-
ticipants. For datasets in which unvoiced laughter does
not occur in overlap degrees of 3 or more, it neverthe-
less affects the relative overlap proportions of all laugh-

ter (L ≡ LV ∪ LU ), when combined with voiced laughter
(LV ).

Proportion (in %) ofT ∗
αVocali-

with n participantszation Tα cα vocalizing simultaneouslyTypeα
1 2 3 ≥4

rt07s dev (total duration: 163.1 min)
L 5.1 1.5 64.0 25.3 9.5 1.2
LV 4.5 1.45 63.6 27.2 8.0 1.2
LU 0.5 1.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

rt07s eval::lectmtg (tot. duration: 163.6 min)
L 13.6 1.46 66.5 24.0 6.9 2.6
LV 11.5 1.46 66.9 24.0 6.8 2.3
LU 2.0 1.05 95.0 5.0 0.0 0.0

rt07s eval::cbreak (total duration: 41.0 min)
L 5.6 1.51 65.3 22.5 10.1 2.1
LV 4.5 1.50 64.8 21.5 11.8 1.9
LU 1.1 1.1 92.6 7.4 0.0 0.0

rt07s eval::all (total duration: 622.2 min)
L 40.7 1.49 69.9 21.2 6.5 2.5
LV 32.7 1.46 70.1 21.1 6.8 2.1
LU 7.9 1.18 95.1 4.4 0.5 0.0

ICSI Meeting Corpus(total duration: 3978.4 min)
L 332.3 1.71 60.4 21.8 9.5 8.3
LV 247.0 1.66 61.6 21.9 9.4 7.1
LU 85.3 1.13 88.7 10.2 0.9 0.2

Table 2: Overlap for voiced laughter (LV ), unvoiced laugh-
ter (LU ), and all laughter (L ≡ LV ∪LU ), in rt07s dev,
rt07s eval::lectmtg, rt07s eval::cbreak,
all of CHIL06 2, and the ICSI Meeting Corpus. Column
descriptions as in Table 1.

5.4. Laughter Overlap Dynamics

Having investigated the degree of overlap for speech,
voiced laughter, and unvoiced laughter, we turn to an anal-
ysis of how overlaparises for both laughter modes, as well
as for speech. We do this by treating a seminar involvingK

participants as a stochastic process, whose multiparticipant
vocalization stateqt is aK-element vector. When consid-
ering vocalization typeα, each participant can be in either
α or ¬α at timet, leading to a space ofN = 2K multipar-
ticipant states. We assume the process if 1st order Marko-
vian, and that the probability of transition from a stateSi at
time t to a stateSj at timet + 1 is a function only of the
number of participants simultaneously vocalizing in states
Si andSj , as well as of the number of same participants
continuing to vocalize att + 1. This leads to the Extended
Degree of Overlap (EDO) model (Laskowski and Schultz,
2007).

P (qt+1 = Sj |qt = Si , qt−1 = Sh , . . .)

= P (qt+1 = Sj |qt = Si ) (5)

∝ P ( ‖qt+1‖ = nj , ‖qt+1 · qt‖ = oij | ‖qt‖ = ni )



chil06 2 ICSI
EDO Transition

chil06 1
rt07s eval Meeting(rt07s dev)

lectmtg cbreak
(all)

Corpus
ni oij nj S L S L L L S L

0 0 0 57.26 99.41 63.60 97.46 95.94 98.78 46.73 98.76
0 0 1 40.70 0.56 33.71 2.20 3.28 1.07 48.94 1.04
0 0 2 1.92 0.03 2.51 0.31 0.68 0.13 4.14 0.15
0 0 ≥3 0.12 0.00 0.17 0.02 0.10 0.02 0.19 0.04
1 0 0 6.52 27.39 8.42 24.36 24.26 26.62 8.23 29.36
1 1 1 89.34 61.46 84.27 64.62 62.62 62.84 82.59 57.69
1 1 2 2.78 7.64 4.69 9.10 10.49 7.59 6.02 8.56
1 1 ≥3 0.13 1.59 0.20 1.15 0.66 1.39 0.39 2.34
2 0 0 4.93 6.19 3.94 5.81 5.26 7.54 3.54 8.77
2 1 1 48.01 22.12 47.17 22.78 28.57 25.31 46.81 26.57
2 2 2 37.95 60.18 40.11 60.44 51.88 55.34 39.26 46.97
2 2 ≥3 3.25 10.62 2.73 9.81 11.28 9.79 4.22 13.47

≥3 0 0 2.04 0.00 0.84 0.00 4.48 1.73 1.25 1.47
≥3 1 1 17.35 5.08 18.49 7.69 5.97 5.63 20.42 6.71
≥3 2 2 35.71 25.42 43.70 22.38 16.42 21.65 41.10 17.42
≥3 ≥3 ≥3 36.73 69.49 29.41 69.23 73.13 69.91 27.84 70.87

Table 3: Select EDO transitions (ni, oij , nj), and their values as inferred from the speech (S, shown in italics for clarity)
and laughter (L) segmentations, for several partitions of theCHIL06 corpus and for the ICSI Meeting Corpus; the frame
step and size are 500 ms.

where‖qt‖ represents the number of participants vocaliz-
ing at timet, and‖qt · qt+1‖ represents the number of par-
ticipants vocalizing at timet and continuing to vocalizing
at time t + 1. The shorthandni≡‖Si‖ andnj≡‖Sj‖ are
the numbers of vocalizing participants in statesSi andSj ,
respectively, andoij≤min (ni, nj) is the number of same
participants who vocalize in both states.

A comparison of voiced laughter, unvoiced laughter, and
speech using this model involves first discretizing the cor-
responding segmentation with a particular frame size and
frame step (Laskowski and Schultz, 2007), and then using
the discretized segmentation to infer the transition proba-
bilities of the model in Equation 5. Here, we use a frame
size and frame step identically equal to 0.5 s. The inferred
probabilities are shown in Table 3.

The table shows that there are minor differences among
the datasets in the probability that laughter begin ((0, 0,
6= 0) EDO transitions); transitions into exactly one per-
son laughing (nj = 1) from none are highest inrt07s
eval::cbreak. Such transitions are approximately 3
times more likely in this subset than in meetings, or in
the entireCHIL06 2 set. In contrast, they are only half
as likely inCHIL06 1 as inCHIL06 2.

¶ Once exactly one participant is laughing (ni = 1),
the probability that they are joined by a second laugher
within 500ms is similar across the datasets, 7.14 - 10.49%;
the highest number appears forrt07s eval::cbreak.
The probability that they are joined by two participants
within 500ms is highest in the ICSI meetings (2.34%),
where it is about twice as high as in the other datasets
shown.

When two participants are laughing, the probability that
they are joined by a third laugher within 500ms is 13.47%

for ICSI meetings, and at most 10.62% in the other datasets.
However, for all datasets, the most likely transition is for
the two laughers to still be the only ones laughing 500ms
later. Similarly, when three participants are laughing, the
most likely EDO transition is to the same state, where all
three continue to laugh. This contrasts with speaking: the
most likely transition when three participants are simul-
taneously speaking is for one of them to stop (except for
CHIL06 1 where all three continuing to speak is approx-
imately as likely). Identically, the most likely transition
when two participants are simultaneously speaking is for
one participant to stop within 500ms.
Although subtle differences in inferred probabilities exist,
the general trends observed in meetings appear to hold for
seminars. We suspect that the differences that do exist are
due to the smaller number of participants in theCHIL06
seminars than in the ICSI meetings.

6. Conclusions
We have constructed a laughter segmentation for the
CHIL06 seminar corpus, consisting of 1576 distinct bouts
and amounting to 45.7 minutes of close-talk laughter. The
latter represents a significant amount of training material
for acoustic model training.
¶ Laughter in seminars is similar to laughter in meetings in
that:

1. laughter not containing voicing represents a minority
of all laughter;

2. participants vary widely by laugh-time proportion;

3. the most likely bout duration is approximately 1 sec-
ond;



4. when laughter re-occurs, the most likely inter-bout in-
terval is approximately 1 minute;

5. compression ratios for laughter are approximately 1.5
(and only negligibly above 1 for speech); and

6. laughter and speech differ significantly in the proba-
bility of entry into and egress out of multiparticipant
overlap.

The observed differences include:

A. the proportion of vocalization effort spent on laughter
is 3.8% forCHIL06 1, whereas it is approximately
10% for bothCHIL06 2 and meetings;

B. “laughed speech” represents a higher proportion of all
laughter inCHIL06 1 than in eitherCHIL06 2 or
meetings; and

C. although speech overlap inCHIL06 1 is more rare
than in bothCHIL06 2 and meetings, it is more likely
to continue than in either of the latter.

These observations suggest that, from a vocal interaction
point of view, theCHIL06 2 subset of our seminar corpus
is more similar to meetings than to theCHIL06 1 subset.
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